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FOOLS BROTHERSFOOLS BROTHERS
ON A MAGICAL MYSTERY DETOURON A MAGICAL MYSTERY DETOUR
2 clowns & 7-star guests  
No red noses - strict youth ban! 
Best entertainment!

A GLOBAL MULTI MEDIA A GLOBAL MULTI MEDIA 
COMEDY & CLOWN MAGIC SHOWCOMEDY & CLOWN MAGIC SHOW
Welcome and let me introduce you to the acclaimed 
worldwide, known, unknown and renowned artists 
Lionel and Liam Fool, “The Fools Brothers“! The 
brothers Lionel and Liam are on a mission. These 
two Viennese brothers embarked years ago on an 
adventure. Their crusade resulted in a phenomenal 
success and launched them onto the global glittering 
show world stage! 

They created, “A Magical Mystery Detour“ designed, 
developed, produced and performed as a showcase 
perfected a unique collection of characters using 
mime, magic, song, dance and music to showcase 
in their unusually eccentric weird and curious new 
comedy and clown-performance spectacle “On A 
Magical Mystery Detour“.

The Fools Brothers merged their acting talent, circus 
skills and years of expertise as professional magicians 
with the mental, delirious, silly, idiotic, wacky and 
crazed emotions or behaviour we employ. This 
theatrical mixture by the brothers became a recipe 
for their humour with a professional mix of refreshing 
stupidity that never fails to amuse and astound the 
magic art of the extra class. Enjoy magical insanity on 
a really high level ... you could say: Comedy Magic as 
you have never experienced before!

This gifted, clever, and artful show is a brilliant stage 
spectacle, featuring the world-wide known, unknown 
and renowned Fools Brothers! To guarantee variety, 
a parade of international guest stars invited by Lionel 
& Liam will be presented and perform in the show!

For example, a few of the show guests include the 
“Wondrous Fakir Ali Bamba“, “Mindreading Mentalist Dr. 
Dam Mad“, “T V Game Showmaster Kyrill Karassovic“, 
the “Doctor Charles Camel”, “Singer Que Sarah” or the 
“Mysterious Swandini”!

That’s right why settle for less. The Fools Brothers 
are better than the rest! Featuring Lionel & Liam and 
an ensemble of 7-star guests.
**( Because of cost reasons, all those artists must be portrayed by 
the two brothers themselves!)



After successful guest performances in the 

legendary “Kabarett Simpl“ and with their 

own band in the “Kabarett Vindobona“ 

... the Fools Brothers are now ready 

FOR YOU ;-)

MYSTERY DE TOUR BANDMYSTERY DE TOUR BAND
The “Mystery De” Tour-Band reunited by Gerfried 
Krainer the musical director and a trio of 3 excellent 
musicians to form, the quartet who in past have 
played at the time-honoured “Kabaret Simpl“ and 
“Circus Roncalli“. To now accompany Lionel & Liam 
as their band for The Fools Brothers current and up 
and coming tours!

NOUVEAU CLOWNS & JANGO EDWARDSNOUVEAU CLOWNS & JANGO EDWARDS
The “Fools Brothers“ are members of the global “Nouveau 
Clowns“ tribe family! This new clown movement 
originated in the early 70s and inaugurated by the 
“Anarcho-Clown“ Jango Edwards!
Renouncing the classical circus, he revolted and 
rejected the sacred red nose and abandoned the 
cliché, stereotyped prejudiced clown images of the 
artists of past generations. Jango was a rebel and 
co-initiator of a worldwide revolutionary movement 
in the name of clown. 

Today, Jango Edwards is the director of this Fools 
Brothers Show!

BROTHERSBROTHERS
Lionel & Liam Fool are performed by the brothers 
Michael and Andreas Swatosch: They bring together 
70 years of stage experience!!! Michael and Andreas 
are trained magicians. They are the co-founder of 
the “1. Wiener Zaubertheater“ (= “First Vienna Magic 
Theatre“). Additionally to their artistic acts they are 
managing the “Circus & Clown Museum Vienna“.

Since 2004, Michael and Andreas have worked 
intensively on various projects, productions and 
special corporate events with the clown legend 
Jango Edwards achieving their own legendary fame.
... The result of this collaboration, cooperation 
plus complicity is revealed and exhibited in the 
new performance of “The Fools Brothers Show“ 
presented by the balmy, buffoon brothers!

They were honoured by the “Academy of Magical Arts 
- Magic Castle - Hollywood“ for their contributions to 
the professional Art of Magic. Since 2010 Michael 
and Andreas have been master class instructors and 
permanent faculty members of the annual “Nouveau 
Clown Institute“ series.



WE OFFERWE OFFER
ON A MAGICAL MYSTERY DETOUR ON A MAGICAL MYSTERY DETOUR 
This Clown & Comedy Magic Show guarantees 
the best entertainment for your guests!

Duration: 100min
Usually the show is played with a break.
The first part lasts 60min and the second 40min.

Minimum required stage area: 
4m x 2.5m
Persons: 
2 artists / 1 technician
Necessary equipment: 
appropriate lighting and sound system for theatre 
and stage size 

The show could be played with or without the band!

ON A MAGICAL MYSTERY DETOURON A MAGICAL MYSTERY DETOUR
+ BAND+ BAND
The music-band guarantees an entertaining 
interaction between the artists and the musicians 
which creates a unique show experience of 
magic, clowning and live music!

Duration: 100min
The entire show can be done in 2 parts (60min + 
40min) or in 3 parts, e.g. shown during a 
dinner show.
The band also offers the opportunity to perform 
before the start of the show, during the breaks and 
afterwards.

Minimum required stage area: 
8m x 4m
Persons: 
2 artists / 4 musicians / 1 technician
Necessary equipment: 
appropriate lighting and sound system for theater 
and stage size + appropriate technical resources 
for the band

SOLO-ACTS OF THE SHOW SOLO-ACTS OF THE SHOW 
Single acts out of the program can be booked: We offer 
tailor-made performances, both solo or in a short version 
of taken out of the show-highlights! 

A CLOWN & COMEDY MAGIC SHOW



CONTACTCONTACT
Michael & Andreas Swatosch
+43/676/340 75 65 or +43/676/406 88 68

office@foolsbrothers.at
https://www.facebook.com/FOOLSBROTHERS/

www.foolsbrothers.atwww.foolsbrothers.at

VIDEOSVIDEOS
copy and paste the links to your browser!

- Show-Trailer (2 min): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KV6UWbvy9I 

- Scenes out oft he show (26 min): 
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILQ1ciTM9Bs


